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craig simmons flinders university - research interests simmons has diverse and interdisciplinary research interests and
expertise in essential areas of groundwater hydrology hydrological science environmental science earth science geoscience
and applied physical and engineering sciences, peter cook flinders university - position professorial research fellow
national centre for groundwater res training biography peter cook is professor of hydrogeology at flinders university,
curriculum vitae universit t kassel aktuelles - education general undergraduate student of physics and mathematics at
the university of g ttingen germany 1971 1973 degree vordiploma in physics and mathematics 1973, ewra european water
resources association - 10th world congress of ewra on water resources and environment panta rhei post congress
activities announcement we would like to inform you that in order to satisfy the requests by the authors of the papers of
ewra2017 which will be submitted for possible publication in the special issues of the journals water resources management
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